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Createspace, United States, 2010. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Rachel Kohanski (illustrator).
226 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The Smallborn will
capture the imagination of anyone who has ever enjoyed pretending that little people actually exist.
A young girl named Ivy Teasel lives with her four brothers, her mama and papa, and her grandma
inside an ancient oak, surrounded by Smallborn who inhabit other trees in their quiet village in the
heart of an old forest. These little people are skilled in carving wood, and the interiors of their tree
homes reflect that creative ability. They also understand the ways of the creatures around them so
well that they can make fireflies dance and tell ants to clean the house. The use of plants for
everything from medicine to embroidered milkweed gowns is a skill taught to every Healer among
them. The first book in the Smallborn series shows Ivy as a 12-year-old girl who is about to enter
school to learn her Gift. One of her brothers has a gift for inventing, another is a provider, and her
mama is a Healer. But what is Ivy? Her journey toward discovering her Gift...
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Extremely helpful to all type of folks. It is among the most awesome pdf i actually have study. I found out this pdf from my dad and i recommended this pdf
to discover.
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Merely no terms to explain. it was actually writtern quite properly and helpful. I realized this pdf from my dad and i suggested this ebook to discover.
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